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Abstract
Cochlear implants have changed how we consider hearing loss. Over the years, selection criteria have moved from profound to severe to moderate hearing loss. 
Now those with good residual low-frequency hearing, or only a unilateral hearing loss can benefit. Several exciting advances have been made in the last few years. 
A combination of technological advancements in device hardware, processing capabilities, improved surgical techniques and electrode factors, such as correct scala 
placement and modiolar proximity were found to correlate positively with patient outcomes. This is an important consideration as the electrode forms a permanent 
and lifelong interface between the cochlear implant delivering stimulation and the neural structures of the cochlea. This paper reviews different electrodes types and 
future considerations in electrode design in order to improve overall patient quality of patient’s life. 
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Introduction
Cochlear implant (CI) has successfully restored hearing, improving 

the quality of life in adults and providing candidates with normal 
developmental and educational opportunities. Although improvements 
in coding strategies [1-4] and advancements in speech processors [5] 
have resulted in an overall improvement in the performance of the CI, 
the electrode considered as an important element as it comes into direct 
contact with the intra-cochlear tissues that line the neural elements [6].

For a CI user to fully benefit from their device, the following factors 
need to be considered: (i) electrode array insertion depth and cochlear 
coverage [7], (ii) matching neuro-tonotopicity, (iii) atraumatic 
electrode array insertion and insertion forces against the intra-cochlear 
structures [8] and (iv) choosing an electrode array that matches the 
recipient's individual cochlear anatomy especially when the anatomy 
is malformed and a regular CI electrode will not give an optimal 
placement closer to the neural structures.

It is important to remember that a damaged electrode can be 
replaced, but a damaged cochlea cannot be replaced at any cost. Keeping 
this in mind, makes it so difficult to achieve an “ideal” electrode design. 
All the major CI manufacturers have their own electrode design within 
their manufacturing know how which they feel is the best for bringing 
better hearing outcomes to the patients. 

Lateral wall electrodes
In Early CI studies, the primary goal of implantation was to obtain 

effective stimulation of the auditory system. 

Early multichannel CI electrodes were all straight in design (“lateral 
wall” electrodes), containing between 8 and 22 electrode contacts and 
up to 1.3 mm in diameter. The size and stiffness of these early lateral 
wall electrodes were a function of the technology at the time, and they 
supported the surgical aims to place a multichannel electrode within 
the cochlea to deliver electrical stimulus to the auditory nerve.

These stiffer lateral wall electrodes could result in the application 
of more force onto the surrounding blood vessels and, therefore, limit 
the blood supply to the neural elements that extend into the apical 
portion of the cochlea where residual hearing is typically located 
[9]. An electrode array which is bigger in dimension would take up 
more volume in the perilymph and could also produce a higher intra-
cochlear pressure depending on the speed of electrode insertion into 
the cochlea [10]. However, a bigger electrode array would also bring the 
stimulating contacts closer to the neural elements, so a balance should 
be determined how far the stimulating contacts should be positioned 
from neural tissue.

With the introduction concept of both soft surgery and combined 
electrical and acoustic hearing, manufacture’s goal was to preserve 
the cochlea structure and potentially preserve residual low-frequency 
hearing in patients who had some levels of functional hearing but were 
not benefiting from auditory amplification via hearing aids alone. This 
resulted in the develop ment of thinner, shorter, and more flexible 
lateral wall electrodes, such as the Hybrid-L24 and Slim Straight 
electrodes (Cochlear Ltd., Sydney Australia), the Flex series (MED-
EL, Innsbruck Austria) and Slim (Advanced Bionics, Valencia USA). 
These lateral wall electrodes were developed with smaller diameters 
to facilitate round window insertion and shorter lengths to minimize 
trauma and total loss of residual low-frequency hearing [11,12].

Lateral wall electrode lengths had developed over time. There is 
convergence to a lateral wall length of 20 mm (ap proximately 360°) 
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to minimize trauma and preserve functional hearing and 25 mm 
(approximately 450°) to preserve structure and maximize coverage of 
the spiral ganglion population for electrical stimulation. Figure 1 also 
highlights two very different approaches taken that have ultimately 
arrived at the current approach of a 20-25 mm insertion depth, 
balancing both cochlear trauma with cochlear coverage [13].

The height of the lateral aspect of scala tympani is an important 
metric in defining the maximum apical di ameter of a lateral wall 
electrode, which is required to fit within this space without interference 
or placing upward pressure on the basilar membrane. This scala height, 
relative to electrode diameter becomes more critical apically as the 
basilar membrane is not a homogeneous structure with consistent 
properties along its length, but progressively increases in width while 
decreasing in thickness and stiffness from base of the cochlea to the 
apex [14,15].

The maximum electrode diameter therefore that fits within the 
lat eral aspect where the basilar membrane joins the spiral ligament at 
450° is approximately 0.4 mm, reducing to approximately 0.3 mm at 
540° [16,17]. The smallest apical dimension (vertical height) of current 
commercially available lateral wall electrodes is 0.35 mm (Hybrid L24 
and Slim Straight electrodes from Cochlear Ltd.). Figure 2 shows the 
apical heights of all current commercially available lateral wall elec-
trodes.

Lateral wall electrodes have a typical force pro file during electrode 
insertion, that is, initial impact and increase in force as the electrode 
contacts the lateral wall (between 150° and 180°), followed by an 
exponential increase as the electrode travels around the narrow ing 
spiral of the cochlea and friction between the soft tissue and silicone of 
the electrode increases. As there is no recognized standard providing 
guidance on insertion force testing, there have been a wide range of 
re ported lateral wall electrodes insertion forces. Ideally, an electrode 

array should be designed to allow for insertion without damaging any 
of the intra-cochlear structures. However, typically a certain degree 
of trauma is to be expected with all the currently available electrode 
designs. Trauma to structures of the lateral wall is one of the most com-
monly reported types of intraoperative insertional damage by straight 
electrodes.

Buckling or kinking of the electrode in the basal turn, resulting 
in basal fracture of the osseous spi ral lamina, is another commonly 
reported mechanism of trauma with flexible lateral wall electrodes. 
This was first reported in 1997 [18], The authors postulated that basal 
buckling occurs when the insertion beyond resistance is attempted, 
causing electrode buckling and trauma to the osseous spiral lamina or 
basilar membrane in the lower basal turn. Insertion beyond resistance, 
typically the result of the lateral wall electrode tip becoming impinged 
against the spiral ligament, or friction against the underside of the basi-
lar membrane, resulted in the basal electrode buckling and correspond-
ing fracture to the osseous spiral lamina in the basal turn.

Post-operative changes to the intracochlear environment are 
also important to consider, especially if the aim is functional hearing 
preservation. If atraumatic electrode insertion with a lateral wall 
electrode is achieved, the electrode will always be positioned directly 
adjacent and in a very close proximity to the basilar membrane. 
Intracochlear fibrosis consisting of inflam mation, fibrosis, and neo 
osteogenesis will form around the electrode array due to the opening 
of the cochlea, foreign body tissue response, or disruption of any soft 
tissue or venous structure of scala tympani during insertion [19]. 
Changes to the intracochlear environment have been reported in 
several histopathological studies of temporal bone specimens donated 
by deceased CI patients [20-22]. The build-up of fibrosis around the 
electrode over time will potentially impact or form a connection to the 
spiral ligament and basilar mem brane, which will result in mechanical 
impedance with reduction or complete loss of hearing over time.

Post-operative changes are also important when considering the 
explanation of electrode arrays, especially considering that in young 
children, explanation may be expected during their lifetime. An in 
vitro study [23] utilized a plastic cochlea model backfilled with a gel 
formulation representing soft tissue surrounding the electrode array. 
It was found that explant trauma, measured as disrup tion to the gel 
surrounding the electrode correlated with the depth of insertion, 
with deeper insertion of a lateral wall electrode, resulting in greater 
disruption. When 28 mm electrode is explanted, the load forces the 
electrode medially so that the electrode contacts the modiolus from 
approximately 300° with sig nificant disruption of the surrounding gel 
as the electrode moves from a lateral to a medial position. In contrast, a 
shallower 20 mm insertion remains lateral within the electrode lumen 
due to reduced load and friction, with only minor disruption of the 
surrounding gel.

Perimodiolar electrode
Pre-curved electrodes are designed to be positioned close to the 

modiolar wall. Due to the pre-curved design, the electrode hooks 
around the modiolus wall and prevents it from extruding when micro-
movements occur in the electrode lead [24]. It is also easier to insert 
than using a straight lateral wall electrode. 

Early studies on perimodioar electrodes found that placing these 
electrodes close to the medial margin of scala tympani, demonstrated 
reduced Electrical Auditory Brainstem Response (EABR) thresholds 
in a cat model relative to electrodes positioned along the lateral wall, 

Figure 1. Trend in lateral wall electrode lengths over time

Figure 2. Apical heights of all current commercially available lateral wall elec trodes
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with the EABR threshold reducing as the elec trode array was moved 
from a lateral to a medial position [25] helped all three commercial CI 
companies (Cochlear Ltd., Advanced Bionics and MED-EL) to actively 
develop perimodiolar electrode arrays, with each taking very differ-
ent approaches to achieve modiolar proximity: Cochlear Ltd. with the 
Contour electrode (stylet based), Advanced Bionics with the Hi-Fo-
cus electrode (positioner based), and MED-EL with the Peri-Modiolar 
Electrode (push-wire based) designs. Although being different in 
design, all three achieved a final position close to the modiolus. All 
were initially inserted straight, achieving full insertion as a lateral wall 
electrode, and only after the initial insertion did the electrodes achieve 
a final position closer to the modiolus [26,27].

Stylet-based perimodiolar arrays

It was found that type of electrodes is more likely to cause trauma 
than any type of electrodes due to the presence of a stylet wire which 
brings the pre-curved electrode to be in a straight configuration before 
complete insertion occurs [28]. During insertion, because the electrode 
tip is stiff with the stylet in place, the electrode could penetrate the 
spiral ligament at the end of the straight portion of the basal turn 
of the cochlea. Recently developed perimodiolar electrodes on the 
other hand were larger in diameter, and so they typically required a 
separate cochleostomy. The Contour Advance (Cochlear Ltd.) was 
developed soon after as a variant of the original Contour electrode, 
but with a unique Advance off Stylet (AOS) surgical technique, where 
the electrode is partially inserted into the basal turn only, and the 
electrode then is advanced off the stylet. This insertion technique was 
specifically developed to reduce contact with, and therefore trauma to, 
the structures of the lateral wall during initial insertion [29]. With the 
AOS insertion technique, the electrode avoids contact with the lateral 
wall completely and therefore the insertion forces remain near zero 
throughout the insertion. on the other hand the Standard Insertion 
Technique (SIT), where the electrode is inserted fully in the same way 
as a lateral wall electrode prior to the stylet being removed having a 
similar insertion force profile to lateral wall electrodes, that is, as the 
electrode contacts the lateral wall, the insertion forces increase sig-
nificantly , risk of trauma here is higher due to the relative stiffness of 
the electrode with the stylet in place.

The apical electrode diameter of current stylet-based perimodiolar 
electrodes is 0.5 mm (Contour Advance from Cochlear Ltd.; Mid scala 
from Advanced Bionics), which is a technical constraint created by 
the requirement of an internal stylet. Although a 0.5 mm apical elec-
trode dimension is not dissimilar to the dimensions of contemporary 
lateral wall electrodes. space within the narrowing sca la tympani is not 
the concern, but rather the ability to insert via round window. So, a 
separate cochleostomy has typically been required, which then exposes 
the risk of incorrect cochleostomy placement [30] and in many cases 
an anterior cochleostomy directly into scala vesti bule or contributing 
to early translocation from scala tympani to vestibuli [31].

Sheath-based perimodiolar electrode
More recently, the Slim Modiolar Electrode (CI532 im plant) 

from Cochlear Ltd. introduced a new concept of a “sheath-based” 
perimodiolar electrode, as opposed to “stylet-based”. This difference in 
approach to straighten and insert a pre-curved electrode is a significant 
advancement that addresses the two main challenges identified as con-
tributing to the higher rates of trauma with stylet-based perimodiolar 
electrodes, being 1) variability or compliance with the AOS insertion 
technique, and 2) the ability to insert via the round window. The sheath-
based design also allows for ease of reloading the electrode if required. 

The sheath design removes the need for an internal stylet allowing for 
a significantly thinner electrode array, with apical dimension of 0.35 
x 0.4 mm and 0.5 mm basally, which is smaller than or equivalent to 
contemporary lateral wall electrodes. The soft and flexible sheath design 
therefore allows for round window insertion, ensuring placement in 
the scala tympani. 

Advances in the design of perimo diolar electrodes, specifically 
moving from a stylet-based design to a sheath-based design for the 
Slim Modiolar electrode (CI532), has resulted in a much thinner and 
more flexible pre-curved electrode array. This approach provides a 
perimodiolar electrode that is 1) suit able for round window insertion, 
2) ensures 100% compliance with a surgical technique that avoids 
electrode contact with the lateral wall and basilar membrane, while 3) 
positioning the electrodes in close proximity to the auditory nerve for 
optimal electrical stimulation. The SME therefore provides significant 
advantages over stylet-based designs, with the potential to preserve 
structure as reported in early clinical studies [32-34].

Emerging electrode technologies 

• Drug-eluting electrode arrays show a lot of potential due to being 
atraumatic whilst enabling the drug components to act on the intra-
cochlear neural elements. As the lifetime of any CI is typically less 
than twenty years, many CI recipients will require explantation and 
re- implantation during their lifetime. Therefore, it is important 
to provide an atraumatic solution to protect the intracochlear 
anatomical structures and to prevent further fibrotic tissue growth 
within the cochlea [35].

• Nanoparticles coated electrodes: the miniaturization of drug 
carriers down to nanoscale level has led to strategies being devised 
whose aim is by using nanoparticles to allow CI based release of 
drugs for local therapy of the inner ear. Nanoparticles, functioning 
as non-viral vectors of biogenic agents (e.g. genes, neurotrophic 
factors and steroid sequences), protected from the effects of the 
body’s metabolism, are to be transported specifically to the desired 
target location and time released. Integrating a minute (nanoscale) 
drug depot into a CI could for example, under this approach, 
lead to targeted release of neurotrophic factors and eventually to 
an improvement in nerve-electrode interaction. The uptake of 
nanoparticles has already been demonstrated in the inner ear [36], 
as has the fundamental biocompatibility of the particles used in 
terms of preserving inner-ear structures and their function [37].

• Optical CI arrays: as electrodes work by stimulating spiral ganglion 
nerves by electrical stimulation. The implant arrays contain multiple 
electrode channels to assist with better defined sounds; however, it 
is difficult to isolate the signal to specific neural groups. At the time 
of surgery, the implant array is blindly inserted within the cochlea, 
leading to potential suboptimal positioning of the electrodes over 
ganglion cells within the intended frequency range. This suboptimal 
positioning leads to interference across electrode channels, 
contributing to the struggle with speech reception, especially in 
noisy environments, among CI recipients [38]. Kallweit et al. [39] 
showed the ability to optically stimulate the cochlea using lasers in 
guinea pigs. Also, optical electrodes using infrared light to selectively 
stimulate cochlear neurons in cats have been described [40]. In 
addition, optogenetics is a technology that has been investigated 
in animal models and uses light to activate neuronal light-sensitive 
ion channels in genetically engineered neurons [40]. A potential 
outlook for CI involves arrays composed of multiple light-emitting 
segments, which could improve on the broad activation associated 
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with the current electrical stimulation pathways, continued research 
within these technological advancements and demonstration of 
safety may lead to human clinical applications in the future.

• Human biohybrid electrodes: Roemer et al. [41] reported a study 
in which biohybrid electrodes utilizing autologous mononuclear 
cells (MNC) isolated from bone marrow was developed and tested 
in three patients. They can be derived from peripheral blood or 
from the bone marrow and consist of different cell types including 
hematopoietic and mesenchymal progenitor cells. The unique 
capacity of progenitor cells to exert different therapeutic actions 
depending on the context in which they are transplanted has 
been reviewed recently relying on the ability of human BM-MNC 
to release cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors that exert 
anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective effects [42,43]. Intrinsic 
properties of progenitor cells allow for the modulation of the 
immune system and enable complete regeneration without scar 
formation, neuroprotection and protection of residual hearing.

In that study, using fibrin adhesive as a carrier for BM-MNC, a 
simple and effective cell coating procedure for CI electrodes was 
developed that can be utilized on-site in the operating room for the 
generation of biohybrid electrodes for intracochlear cell-based drug 
delivery. The short processing time for isolation of BM-MNC from 
the bone marrow did not induce any delay in surgery. The coating 
procedure was simple and was performed by the surgeon immediately 
prior to insertion. Insertion was uncomplicated. Initial safety 
requirements have been met in all cases presented here after 6 months, 
demonstrating a lack of complications and the clinical feasibility of the 
approach. Further investigations will concentrate on the enhancement 
of the effect of BM-MNC.

• Robotic electrode insertion: In addition to contribution in drilling, 
robots have been shown to assist with electrode insertion, studies 
have shown that average robotic insertion forces and manual 
insertion forces by surgeons are similar (0.005_0.014 N for robots 
and 0.004_0.001 N for surgeons using the Advance Off-Stylet 
technique), but peak insertion forces between 120 and 200 are 
much higher with surgeons. Decreasing those peak forces would 
be significant in minimizing trauma induced damage [44]. Robots 
designed to sense insertion forces and modify their trajectory [45]. 
Zhang et al. [46] took it one step further with a robot that can steer 
the electrode through the scala tympani to decrease the maximum 
insertion force by 59.6%.

Conclusions
The ideal array would have the following qualities: (i) it could be 

inserted through either the cochleostomy or the RW opening, (ii) it 
would be available in a range of different lengths to accommodate 
each individual cochlea in terms of insertion depth and in covering the 
middle turn of the cochlea in order to cover the complete range of SG 
cells, (iii) it could be inserted without complications using the stylet/
loading/insertion tool, and (iv) the array would not cause any major 
trauma to any of the intra-cochlear structures. Until this “ideal” array is 
developed, the available data shows that straight, flexible LW electrodes 
fit the criteria of being an optimum array of choice. New emerging 
electrode designs provide hope not only for hearing preservation but 
also for reducing inflammatory and fibrotic process over years in 
implanted candidates.
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